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Abstract 

Anelyslr of c1inic:ll electrophysiological signalp involves noise reduction, feature extraction and classificatmn. In 
evokrd rcsprmacs, Illc timu latcncics of elcctncal evene provrdc information about the underlying physiology. Time- 
frequency methods retain linic ~nlirrmntion allowing frequency seiedivity. We used the Daubechies-4 wavelet on the 
late hhnk mflex m extmct tirnc ftaturcs h n  freqiieiicy bands where signal-lo-noise ratio 1s the h~ghest. This method 
proved lo bc roburt in dircriminating patients with multiple sclenisis from normal subjects. 
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1. Introduction 

Time-frequency analysis can provide frequency decomposition of signals while retaining time 
location information. This aspect which is in contrast to Fourier analysis has been found to 
he particularly useful in biomedical signal analysis. In this paper, we report the use of time- 
frequency analysis of the late component of the blink reflex--the R2 component-which is a 
complex signal but produced as the random combination of a small set of myoelectric events or 
waveshapes. The random combination comes from the fact that the generation of these events 
occurs by the itring of neurons deep in the central nervous system. These neurons are normally 
inaccessible Lo functional clinical testing. The blink reflex is a contraction of the orbicularis 
oculi muscles secondary to rcflex-activated motor neurons of the facial neive. The reflex is 
usually elicited by supra-orbital nerve stimulation and consists of two temporally separate 
components, an early RI and a late ~ 2 . '  The R1 is a simple biphasic wave while the R2 is 
a complex wave. RI is evoked only on the side of stimulation as a pontine reflex and R2 is 
rccorded bilaterally with unilateral stimulation and is thought to be relayed through a more 
complex route including the pons and lateral medu~la.~ The R2 component of the blink reflex 
is particularly interesting due to its complex central connections. While the R1 component 
has been well characterised in normal individuals and in patients of some diseases, the R2 
component has received less attention. The R2 component obviously contains more infoma- 
lion about the cenhal nervous system than the R1 component. The current methods of analys- 
ing the R2 component consist of estimating the onset latency, duration and sometimes recovery 
studies. However, parameters like onset latency and duration poorly discriminate normal sub- 
jects from patients with central nervous system disorders where the R2 component is likely to 
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be affected. Thercfore, to obtain more sensitwe indrcators of the R 2  component. wc ecIin~:ltcd 
ststistical piuameters called the mean R2 time and (he statldard deviation CIS the K7 t i m .  Kt- 
cordings were done on 37 ~ ro r~nd  subjects and 9 patients w~th mult~plc !clero~i\. 'l'hi. Idin6 
reflex In multiple sclerosis patients ha? been studied by other invcstigarors u h g  cla\sic'al 
techniques uf latency and duration mcasuremeot, hut its clirtic;il diagnostic ialuc W:I+ liitml Lo 
he Lirmted.' The estimates of the distribution densities oi' these two p:ii.:unetcl* ~l~orveil :r 
marked difference between the normal group and patients with multiplc clcroais. 

2. Methods 

The signals from both the Icft and right or1)iculaiis oris rnusclcs wn-c picked up i ~ n g  
AgIAzCl electrodes placed on the surface, and amplified hy two diITercnti;il anlplifirrs (t'ip. 
l)."he filters in the acnplitier modules were set to have a bandwidth rnnging from .??Hz 
to ?kHz. The signal from each channel wah sampled at the rate of 8 k M ~  and wrcd  on disk. 
The recordmg waq initlated at the lime of the applied stimulus. Cwstant can-cnt rectangular 
pulses mere used to stinlulate the supmorhztal nerve just above the eychmw. Thc pulsc widlh 
of the stimulat~on was 1 ms and thc pulse amplitude was between 2 and 10 mA. Tllc cx:rci 
value of Ihe stimulus pulse amplitude was differe~lt for each wbjcct ;md vua \el such that 
h e  R2 response was reliably elicited. Very large stirnulus amplit~~dea worc avoided in orricr 
to lninimise discomfort to the suhject. The entire electrophyslolopicnl instrulncnt has hecn de- 
veloped at IIT-Bombay. It ia haied around a pollable computer and is co~irpletelj hsrtcry opcr- 
aced. 

2.1. Daru analysis 

The main features of interest in the data are the time of occurrence of the R2 con~ponun(, dnra- 
tion of thc R2 and other time paranlzters. The usual time measurement done on illc R2 is thc 
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onset tiinc :md sometimes the R2 duration. There exists considerable subjectivity in the 
manual estinu~ticin 01 the onset latency and duration of the R2 signal. Noise in the signal is a 
major liindrancc in the cstimntion of time parameters. The R2 component is generated by ran- 
dom nctivntion oi'the motor units of the orbicularis ocdi muscle, since a large number oC neu- 
rons with compl~x  intcrconnecticms are involved. On the other hand, the R1 component which 
is usually a simple biphuric wave is generated by a small set of neurons whose tiring is less 
vuriahlc. i n  ordcr to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using frequency hands with high 
signal energy without losing time information we used time-frequency analysis by wavelet 
Lransliir~n. Thc ihubechics-4 wavelet was chosen as it resembles the R1 component. 

Wavelet riuconlposition separates the signal into a progressive set of lower-frequency compo- 
nents using ;I set of hierarchical filters in a number of stagm5 Each stage employs a low- and a 
high-lwss filter Lo sepmnte out the low- and high-frequency components, with only the low- 
i'rtque~icy con~pcinents being passed on to the next stage. Since every stage acts on lower- 
li-equcncy co~npi~ncntt, the sampling rate also decreases at each stage. This downsampling al- 
lows llic sunc  digital filtcrs to he used at every stage with effective cut-off frequencies de- 
crc;ain:: will1 tht ~:1111pling sate. The low-frequency components, c, and the high-frequency 
componcnls, 11.11ftIie first stage are calculated from the input x[n]  as: 

Note that in the iibove equations. Ibr cvery iucrement of c[] and d [ J ,  the independent variable 
r l ]  steps up by two points; this is the downsampling. The second stage output is next calculated 
from the low-frequency components of the first stage (Table I). 

Table I 
Prequenry and time parameters of wavelet levels 

Levcl Oillput array Wavclcr cycle Lower end al the Dlsrance between Time resolu- 
cireitslenl number length (input pts) frequency band values (sample prs) Uon (ms) 

. .  . . 

d2 Dt1281- Dl2551 8 l KHz 4 05 
dl D[2S6l-D[5111 4 2KHz 2 0 25 



Table I 
Sensitivity of ealculalions to hsseline noise 

Trial no. Raw data Levd 4 Level 3 
aenslnrtty sensitlvlcy sensitlvlly 

I 0.12Y521 0013067 OM9982 
2 O.IX6700 0.018169 0.062762 
3 0 190657 0.049015 0.073758 
4 0210900 0.057856 0083024 
5 0.117007 0.037117 0.003031 
6 0 096193 0.059174 0000329 
7 0.1 17061 0 066060 0 003760 
8 0.167374 0083268 0 087771 
9 0.082292 0030129 0016653 

10 0 201876 0.078634 0073843 

'Thc downsa~npling is repealed again at this stage, which means that Ibr evcry step 01' the 
second stage x[] has mcremertted by four rample points. Similariy, the mtb i rsg~.  c;~lculates 
ita output using low-frequency outpnt of the (m-  11th slage. The wavelet transform is 
computed by multiplying a. data m a y  of s i ~ e  N points by an N x  N filter n~;klrin. which 
produce7 stage 1 oulput. The low-frequency components are eepniitted and n~ultiplied hy 
an N12 x M 2  mamx and so on." The final result is a set of N coetlicicnts lir all the Iog3N 
stagcs. Tahle I1 gives the output may index with its corresponding wocclct s t agc ,  the kc- 
quency bands and the time resolution for an input data army of 512 points and sampling rate of 
8 kHz. The set of coefficients from the wavelet transform describes the signnl .r[nl in tenus of 
wavelets, i.e. 

x [ w ]  = lcvel 1 wavelets I level 2 wavelets + level 3 wavelets +. 

whzre y, is the shape of the wavelet in stage m. All the wavelets are, of course, time-scald vec- 
sions of the basic wavelet. This manner ot syntheaising the slgnal from wavelets is amlogous to 
syntbesising a sgnal using sinusoids as is done in the Fourier method. Tablc 1 lists the time and 
frequency values of the wavelets n different levels. 
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Level 3 ~ - - . - -  -----------J-&+,-~ I- 

Level 1 3 ~ -  r----- - - ' - - - - - - -  

Ro. 2. A typical recording or the blink reflax (top mcr) and rile fiat sm wawlct iewls of he KZ component (time 0 
to 25 nrs was zcrmd hefore wavelet transform) 

The R2 coinponent of the data was subjected to Daub-4 wavelet transform. Figure 2 shows a 
typical recorded signal and the wavelet transform of the signal in the time interval from 25 Lo 
100 ms; the coefficients of the first six levels are shown. The wavelet coefficients can be corn- 
pared to freqrrency hands in the Fourier spectrum; the frequency hand I to 2 kHz corresponds 
to wavelet levcl 2, the band 50011~ to I !+IL to wavelet level 3, the band 250 to 500 Hz 
lo wavelet level 4, the band 125 to 250 Hz to wavelet level 5. etc. We used levels 3 and 4 for 
time teature estimation since time resolution in these levels is better than in later levels. Figurc 
3 shows a blink reilex recording from a patient with multiple sclerosis. The prolonged R2 
component is obvious. The difiiculty of determining the ending h i e  of the 1U conlponent can 
also be seen liom this figure whcre the gradual decreasc of the R2 merges into the baseline 
noise. 

Sraristicul paranzeters rf the R2 time: The occurrence of R2 may be regarded as statistically 
random since even for a normal subjecl simple parameters like the onset latency and ending 
tinre are nor constant over different trials during a single recording session. Hence, we decided 
to use the simplest statistical parameters oF the time or occurrence of R2, namely, the mean 
value and standard deviation. 



FG. 3. Blink reflex reconled from a p a t m t  with~nultiple sclerosl\. 

Mean RZ time using raw data: The mean time using raw data was est~nlated :IS. 

where AT, is the samplmg inte~vd. The range of summalion is over thc time intcnal hegining 
from 25 ms (in order to exclude all previous components like the stimulus c~r t~ I : .~~ . l  iuiii K I i. 

Mean and standard deviatiun of the R2 interval asmg time$requemy rrni~i~si.s; The ~ n w n  timc 
of the R2 component, pr. was computed using wavelet coefficients from lcvels 3 and d. Since 
both theve levels yielded practically the same values as the mean. only level 3 vell~cs erc rr- 
ported for all the data. The mean value at level 3 is defined as: 

NIB-1 

C j d 3  [k , ] .  k, ,AT, 
k,=O 

T = NIB-l 

Zlddk3$ 
P,=O 

The standard deviation of the R2 interval, or, was computed (from level 3) ns 

what  AT3 is the time resolution at level 3. 

Onset time estimation: An algorithm to estimate the onset time automatically was developed. 
The data from 20 to 25 ms contained only the baseline noise. This portion was subjected to 
wavelet transform at level 3 and the highest value of the coefficient in this t ~ m e  interval was 
identified. A threshold was set to about four times the value of this coefficient and the lime 
where the first coefficient in the R2 signal crossed the threshold was marked 3s the onset time. 
The threshold needs to be adjusted for different levels of baseline noise. 
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Five trials from ench normal subject were taken and put in a group. Thee trials from each pa- 
tient with mulliplc sclerosis were chosen and pul in another group. The density distributions 
for thc two skttistical parameters in each group were estimated. The density distributions of 
each Itatnre were calculated using the sliding Parzen window technique.' This method is better 
than a simple histogram plot since the Parzen window (or bin) is continuously slid over the 
data instead ol' uhing fixed non-overlapping bins. Therefore, it yields a smooth continuous 
curve ibr density distribution. 

2.5. Srlrcrinn rf~~onizo/ subjects ui~dputients 

The nonnul volunteers came from two groups; students in the age group 18-30 and female 
volunteers in the age group 15-55. Recordings were canied out on 37 normal volunteers. The 
patient group was oblained from the Multiple Sclerosis Society of India in Mumbai. The blink 
reflex was recorded from nine patients with a history of multiple sclerosis. In all these patients, 
the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis was confirmed with MRI scans; the patients presented with 
varying degrees of severity. Most of the patients were in the remissive phase while two patients 
were on medicution For relief from the acute stage. 

3. Results and discussion 

Tablc I1 shows the sensitivity of cnlculations of the mean time to baseline noise when using the 
raw data (column I), wavelet level 4 (column 2) and wavelet level 3 (column 3). The mean 
lime in each c u e  was calculated using two lengths of every trial data for 30 trials (a) 25 to 
100 rns and (h) 25 to 125 ms. Every one of these trials had R2 concluding before 100 ms. 
Therefore, both lengths u and b contain the complete R2, hut b contains more baseline. Thus, if 
the technique of estimating the mean R2 time is affected by baseline noise, the two calculations 
will give different values. Hence, sensitivity-to-baseline noise is quantified as: 

Therefom, the s~noller the value of s, the more insensitive is the method to the baseline noise or 
other estimation error. Table I1 shows 15 trials in which the sensitivity of the three methods is 
computed. It can be seen that using the raw data for mean-time calculations is very sensitive 
to baseline noise, while using the wavelet coefficients (either level 3 or 4)  is about five times 
less sensitive. Figure 4 shows the density distribution of the onset latencies in the normal 

FIG. 4. Comparison of the onset time dishibufion in 
nomnls and rnulliple sclerosis (MS) patients. 
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MS patients 

IW (ms) m (ms) 

nc. 5. Mean R2 time in nonnal.; and patients Pa. 6. Standard dei~iatlon orllie R2 111ue in ~~onwal', and 
palienrs. 

group and in patients with nlultiple sclerosis. As is evident there is a considerable overlap be- 
tween the two distributions. This means most of the patients had onset latency of R% not dis- 
tinct from normal. Thus, the onset latency poorly distinguishes normals from patients. Rgure 5 
compares the distribution of the rncdn R2 time in nom~als  and in patients. A clcddr distinction 
between the two distributions is seen. Figure 6 shows the distribution densities of the standard 
deviation of the R2 inlerval in nolnials alid in multiple sclerosis patients. Here again, a clenr- 
cut demo-cation between the normals and patients is evident. The above results suggest that the 
statistical parameters of the R2 time are superior to simple parameters likc thc onset tinie. Due 
to variability of the R2 signal, the heat way to describe these parameters is in terms of density 
distributions. For this, a set of trials needs to be recorded from cach subject. It ic possible that 
the estimates of a Cew trials in the patients may fall into the normal range; howcvcr, the dislri- 
bution densities will clearly distinguish the patient. Thc use of wavelet transfonu enables 
automatic robust estimation of the two statistical parameters of the R2 component. eliminating 
subjectivity associated with the manual method. 
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